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Poetry

To Missry
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“my mind…”
my mind will burst and the seeds spread and grow
into the soil without water thirsting for the liquid
which claims them together
my mind will split in half and the drought which left
me thirsty strains what little left inside my body
shriveling shivering cutting
my mind will block the beauty from the remaining
cobwebs life gone death comes and the ugly twists
its way in the veins choking eating dreaming
- Maria Arana
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“Waiting for the Dogwood”
There was always something so special
about the dogwood when we drove up that
endless road to the lake, and Mother
would call out "Oh, look! The dogwood is
in bloom!" and I never could see it.
"Let's stop!" she'd cry out and Father wouldn't.
She wanted to immerse herself in beauty— he the
abstract.
Their marriage juxtaposed tension between
intimacy, distance, frustration, fulfillment. joy and
pain.
The best they could settle upon was the practical.
Detached Philosopher, he brooded, wounded.
She impulsive artist, exuberance repressed by fear
and doubt.
And so they labored in the middle world of
work and hope and longing and raising their
children.
We never saw that dogwood.
Dogwood flowers exist apart, a separate world from
coffee
and pipe tobacco cans, fishing reels, and wrenches.
They float suspended, positioned above the ground
waiting to exhale. When the petals finally drop they
let go gently shimmering their last dance.
- Kendall Johnson
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“A Moment in Class”
I rose above myself as you read my writing over my
shoulder. I begged you to join me and you relented
your resistance. We’re only in love because it’s
forbidden. Don’t worry beloved. I’ll never tell. We
can mask our romance with illusion—twists of
wit—tongues caught in cheeks—I will go home
alone. Your lines will ring in my ear, but my
outsides will let it go. I can’t afford to lose your
friendship or respect. Laugh it all off as you always
do—I’ll burry it beneath my cynicism. I’ve no time
nor desire for romance.
- Cls Ferguson
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“The Day I Gave My First Blowjob”
I was 14, riding shotgun
with the hotshit punk rocker
every girl thought was handsome.
A sophomore hanging out with sophomorics,
I inhaled the cigarette like a bong
and coughed until my eyes
dripped tears onto my hand-torn
Bad Religion t-shirt.
We were on our way to the city next door
to meet a friend of a friend
in his two-bedroom apartment.
Hot Shit was on the phone
asking for directions,
saying he was bringing a girl,
though I’d never felt much like one of those.
“Is she pretty?” he repeated, thoughtfully pausing.
“Yes, she’s pretty,” he concluded.
I looked in the rearview,
realizing he meant me.
The sun was beaming on my
face, and I squinted,
trying to see what he saw. And I did.
I took a more reasonable drag of my
Camel wide and smiled.
This is what it took to make me feel beautiful —
the lecherous ruling of man.
-Natalie Peterkin
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“Have you seen?”
"My dog?"
A white guy pulls up in a truck.
The poet adjusts her straw hat. Is he
Some horny senior citizen trying to pick her
Up like the bearded man last summer, who drove
Next to her for 10 minutes while she was
Walking telling her about life on the island and how
crazy his
First wife was? He was so broken
Down old that it took her
9 minutes to realize that this was indeed a pickup
Attempt. So, this time she's ready. But no, this man
Is looking for his golden-haired retriever. "She's
really friendly"
He keeps on saying. Then -- "I live over there at the
place
With the fence." Poet says, "I'm your neighbor."
She points in
The direction of her house.
No reaction. "What's your name?" she says.
"Gary." He doesn't ask who she is. "My dog" he
says. "My dog."
"I'll keep an eye out," Poet says wondering how
she'll
Ever reach him if she sees the dog because he hasn't
Said his address or given her any information
Other than that he has a fence, but then so do
several people.
She watches to see what driveway he pulls into.
She walks to the end of the road and turns around.
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Then she sees a different (slightly younger) white
man in shorts standing by
His mailbox. "Did you lose a dog?" He says. She
says "no
But Gary did." "Who's he?" says Shorts.
"He's your next-door neighbor" answers
Poet.
"Well, tell him I have his dog."
Poet walks back, sees Gary in his truck. Flags him
down.
"That guy down there has your dog" she informs
him.
Gary guns the engine.
Suddenly a (white) woman with a shiny silver
necklace runs out of Gary's driveway. "Have you
seen our dog?"
"No," says Poet for the 3rd time, "but YOUR
NEIGHBOR HAS." Necklace looks blank then says
"He's so upset." Meaning, the poet thinks,
Gary.
Poet walks home, pours a glass of wine
Remembers her Big East Coast City mother
Observing in an overcrowded subway car packed
with silent sweaty strangers: "You know, people
can be really
Weird."
-Stephanie Barbé Hammer
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“I Am A Diamond”
My facets are many
My angles criss and cross
Prisms of skill
That will change the world
My body can create
My curves twist and turn
New pure birth
That will bring forth legacy
My mind can expand
My thoughts meld and blend
Discovering new knowledge
That will shape the future
My devotion is pure
My loyalty stays and prays
An impregnable fortress
Protecting the ones I love
My spirit is free
My essence ascends and soars
Catching the wind
That will carry me home
My vengeance is patient
My heart strums and drums
A battle cry
That will declare me victorious
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I am a diamond
I capture light and shadow
Sending out rainbows
That will lead to gold
-Molly Neely
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“For Isabelle Romée, Mother of Joan
of Arc, a Triolet”
Joan was executed as a heretic in 1431, age
19.For 25 years, Isabelle Romée fought
church and state to have the verdict set
aside and Joan proclaimed innocent.
She got the case retried
to clear her daughter’s name.
Restore a nation’s pride.
She got the case retried.
She put her life aside.
Now, Joan outlasts the flame.
She got the case retried
and cleared her daughter’s name.
- Cece Peri
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“Art is Naked”
bulls eye
burning country
choppy globe cut into triangles
femme fatales
dancing men
carry each other
half away
arms multiply
monkeys carry coffins
animals wait in darkness
claiming shadow realm
joined hands
christen fire
gun’s purpose but to kill
explore
play
die
angry men
scared
of the new deformity
mad
mad!
running amok
evil eyes stare
into monsters
walking red earth
even then
women bore sexuality
on their skeletons
-Maria Arana
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“Ending Time”
She tipped on the edge of that endless drop
where we all come to eventually
taking our leave. Her ever moment sooner
perhaps than she’d planned.
Standing with her in this, all her own last moment
I was but a bystander, I suppose, accidental
downwinder.
It was her own as it soon will be be all of ours
final, defining act.
While she clung fiercely onto beating heart
fought for recognition, applause and dramatic stage
indomitable spirit,lost somewhere before last
breath.
She did not cling to me.

Trees and Sky
-Kendall Johnson
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“D’Arqueville was different when it
had an art school”
This is going to be remembering a picket fence at 5
in the morning in January in D'Arqueville.
This is going to be walking on a deserted dark road
along that fence to hitch a ride with KaMika to the
photography classes they took together at the art
school.
KaMika is not yet broke, has not yet lost her house,
divorced her husband and hurt her arms so much
she can't draw or weave or knit
Which means she has to write about these things
with her voice alone and that's weird if you're an
artist. Which KaMika is.
This is going to be about riding with her to textiles
classes every morning and riding back with her
every night.
This is going to be about her and the other artistfriends whom she met that Winter:
Candy who lends the poet her printer and gives the
poet coffee. She is a painter.
Sarah who is crazy and Jewish and who likes
everything the poet wrote. She sculpts strange
scenes that are science fiction.
Barbara who is crazy about animals and makes
pottery and doesn't like most of what the
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poet wrote.
And Bernadette, who likes most of what the poet
wrote and is always nice and who writes
kick-ass stories about sexually driven judges and
murders that are on the cusp of happening. In epics
you often see something called a "heroic list."
That was one just now.
Others come to walk that picket fence at 5 am to go
to classes. To give the poet a ride, but
these are the originals. These are the First.
The poet is busy living it all, smoking dope with
KaMika by the water off of a cove, which is not like
a bay.
The poet is drinking with Bernadette, driving Sarah
to the airport with enough luggage for 4 people.
So the poet doesn't notice at first that things are
slowly falling apart.
The classes end.
The art school closes.
Now, the poet walks by that fence in the daytime.
But she's not going to visit anyone.
Sarah will break both arms in Pensacola, while her
mother dies in Tel Aviv.
Bernadette won't give up but she will find making
stories frustrating. She will almost win an
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important prize. Twice. The third time's the charm.
She gets it. But she finds she'd rather garden and
play ice -hockey. It happens.
Barbara will go to teach community college after
her father dies.
Candy will work with gallery who will make her
repaint the same painting 4 or 5 times. She gives up
and starts another one.
KaMika will work at Macy's. She will not have time
to make textile art.
That doesn't mean she isn't still an artist.
The poet will walk further east tomorrow, and
watch Lower Skagit tribal visitors bring their
canoes and go racing in the cove.
The point isn't to win. The point is to get there.
All together. Without tipping over
The boat.
That's what the man said to her on the dock two
days ago as he watched The women paddling -My daughters and there's my wife
He pointed.
She's the strongest.
-Stephanie Barbé Hammer
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“Where Was I When the Lights Went
Out?”
Barefoot, lighted by the moonlight, love me in the
grass.
Love me in the soil,
in the dust where we were made,
in the dust we will return to.
I cannot see your face but I know you exist.
Naked, in the grass, love me like the moonlight.
Love me in the dust
pack my roots into the soil.
A sweetness fills my body, and I feel like a ripened
fruit.
Delicately by the moonlight, love me covered in
grass.
Your body covered in soil,
plant me in your garden.
I cannot see my heart but I know it existed
that one hour, in the barefoot moonlight
when you loved me in the grass
and we both lay in the soil
wishing we could return.
Then the dawn came.
It caught us barefoot
in the dust
naked but for grass.
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The moonlight ran away
without its slippers.
The chrysalides in my stomach became
butterflies and you ask:
Where was I when the lights went out?
-Natalie Peterkin
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Flash Fiction

Athena’s Olive
by Ann Brantingham
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“Basking in the Aftershocks”
The tile begins to mask itself in a thin layer of
moisture. A Smokey swirl of steam and perfume
envelops the mirror, cutting her off from everything
civilized. Even herself. Through the haze, she hears
the call. An ancient battle cry rising from the ashes
of her domesticated life.
Standing alone under the man-made rain, she senses
the animal instinct, buried deep in her brain and
begins to stir. It's been a long time. Too long has
she submitted to the modern world. Too long has
she suppressed her true self. The huntress has
returned—and she is hungry.
The hairs on her neck begin to stand up. Her pulse,
slow but steady, revs its engine. As piles of soft
foam caress her skin, leaving behind kisses of scent
and longing, she feels the wild rushing in her veins.
Like an organic aphrodisiac cleansing her reason.
Its haunting and guttural howl rips through her
loins, escaping her lips as a feral whisper.
Delving into the darkness she fears nothing. Hears
nothing. Because there is nothing. Except the
longing. Except the hunt. Deeper and deeper she
plunges into herself. Exploring parts of the forest
she had almost forgotten. Soon, she is hopelessly
lost in a wilderness of her own design. The further
she goes, the more clouded her mind becomes.
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The burst comes from within. As the fault lines of
her self-control begin to shift, the ground opens up,
swallowing the bits of reason she still possessed.
Crying out into the steam, she braces herself against
the cool tile walls, while the earthquake rages
through her.
Slowly, her senses return. The feral huntress, once
again satisfied, retreats to the furthest corners of her
psyche. While the desperate fault lines within her
settle, she struggles a moment to catch her breath.
Electric pulses fan out, tingling her limbs back to
life. The man-made rains cool, then subside.
She cloaks herself in soft but heavy terry cloth, all
the while basking in the aftershocks. An impish
smile spreads across her face. Hunting season has
begun.
-Molly Neely
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“Beulah”
Fact: Beulah stepped in a hole
in her neighbor's yard.
Question: why was the hole there?
Answer: the neighbors were making some kind of
improvement
To the yard
but what they were doing
is not clear from B’s story.
Question: what were the circumstances of the
accident?
Answer: Beulah was at a barbecue.
She walked out the front door.
She walked through the yard.
That's when the accident happened.
The relevant points are:
It was night and it was dark and
The hole was narrow and deep
just big enough to step in and
fall over in
just small enough to
break what falls into it.
Aftermath: Beulah broke her foot in several
different places.
The neighbors felt bad.
It took Beulah 3 years to get mad
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at them about it. And 5 no 6 surgeries -- say
did you know that you've got more
bones in your feet than anywhere else
except your hands?
Current status: Beulah's foot still
doesn't work right. She sits up at night
With her painkiller and wonders: "Why didn't the
neighbors fence the hole or at least
warn people not to walk in the front yard
what about a little pennant or flag? -nope -- they just figured no one would
walk there."
But Beulah walks everywhere
or at least she did
till she went over to visit those neighbors
carrying a rhubarb pie that must have
been: delicious.
- Stephanie Barbé Hammer
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Fiction

Cherubs
By Susan Ilsley
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“Leaving”
The high whine of the side-loader garbage
truck woke her. The screech of the black hydraulic
claw followed as it grabbed hold of the residential
trash bins, jerking them upward, and upending them
over the open maw of the truck. It must be
morning. Thursday.
She had spent most of the last two days
curled up on the bed. Fetal position. It had been
four months since Ed had been diagnosed. She
pulled the blanket up and around the wisps of her
grey hair as she tried to bury herself deeper into the
mattress. And what was that god-awful smell? Ed
had started to forget to flush after using the toilet.
Jesus! Was it the meds that was making that
stench? He hadn’t taken a shower in several days,
and that made it worse. Ed said it was up to her to
make sure he stayed clean. Doctors’ orders, Ed
said.
She remembered other things he’d said too.
Like their conversation as he went into the hospital
again two days ago. He had been giving her lists of
things to do while he was gone.
“... and remember, the trash goes out on
Wednesday night.”
“Ed, I know that. I always put it out every
Wednesday evening.”
“Yeah, well—and my pension check comes
at the end of the week. Put it in my checking
account. Just forge my signature. You know, if I
die, my pension dies with me. I set it up that way.
So, it’s to both our benefits that I stick around.
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We’re in this together.” And then he had smiled at
her. Like they were co-conspirators or something.
The room seemed colder as she
remembered.
Before he had gotten sick and pulled her
under with his needs and his meds and his dying,
she had taken care of things around the house and in
the garden. He was already retired when they got
married and was still trying to figure out what he
was going to do with all his free time. But now,
with the sickness and all, Ed just sat around in the
dark of the house with the curtains closed, looking
at television. Watching game shows. He was
dying, the doctors said. And all he could do was
look at game shows.
Before she had married him, she was fun to
be around. She’d go out dancing with her
girlfriends, play with her grandkids, work in her
garden, get her nails done. But now all the money
she had saved was gone. Spent mostly on the
treatments that Ed insisted on having. His doctors
had tried to talk him out of it, but he was adamant.
She had loved working in her own garden.
But then she met Ed ten years ago, moved in with
him, and everything seemed to center around him
after that. And now it was worse. Now she spent
her time holed up in the house with him. There was
no time for any gardening. Yet, through it all she
had stayed cheerful. Smiling. Even when he tossed
those rancid comments and complaints at her. She
was patient. She bided her time.
Two weeks. That’s what she had. Two
weeks while he was in the hospital getting more
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treatments. And all she could do was curl up on the
bed and lie there. She felt the house weighing her
down, preventing her from moving. The blanket
wasn’t keeping her warm, so she sat up slowly and
pulled herself over to the side of the bed. A small
shaft of light was coming through the slit between
the pulled curtains. It must be daytime. It was hard
to tell with the curtains constantly pulled shut. That
was the way Ed wanted it. And he insisted on
keeping the nightlights on. Always on.
“I want to know you’re here. With me,”
he’d said.
So why not just keep the damn curtains open
during the day then? At least then she could tell day
from night.
Through the slit in the curtains, she saw the
early, thin sunlight. She remembered the soft
warmth of Southern California’s late winter sun. If
she were outside, it could reach into her bones and
pull out every stiffness in her hard joints. It would
seep into her body and hold her close.
That winter light was kind. Always kind.
She pulled the curtain back a little more and
saw the pomegranate tree in the corner of the back
yard. God knows how it survived with little or no
water, except what it could take from the neighbors’
sprinkler system. She had picked one pomegranate
from the tree when it was fully ripe last Fall, tasted
the lush red seeds, but had never gotten out again to
get another. The birds had taken the rest, leaving
the hulls of the dead fruit. Split, withered, and
brown.
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She opened the curtains slowly, hearing the
rasp of the curtain rings against the overhead rod.
They felt almost too heavy to move. In the dusty
interior light, she saw the note she had made last
week. Burrtec Waste. She went to the phone and
punched in the numbers. They could come today,
it turned out.
-Kate Flannery
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Contributors
Maria A. Arana is a teacher, writer, and poet from
the Los Angeles area whose work has been
published in various journals. You can find her at
rainingvoices.blogspot.com and
twitter.com/m_a_Arana.
Ann Brantingham is the proud doggie mama of a
beautiful, bouncing basenji/shepherd. Her husband
and her will be wandering the high Sierra this
summer seeking Athena's wisdom.
CLS Ferguson, PhD is a pushcart nominated writer
with accolades in film, academia, and creative
writing. She is author of two full-length
collections: God Bless Paul and Soup Stories: A
Reconstructed Memoir and two chapbooks: The
Way We Were and Tumbleweed: Against All Odds.
She and her husband, Rich are raising their daughter
and dog in Alhambra, CA.
http://clsferguson.wix.com/clsferguson
Kate Flannery lives, works and writes in
Claremont, California. She is a practicing attorney
and, so far, likes it.
Stephanie Barbe Hammer is a five-time Pushcart
Prize nominee in fiction, nonfiction and poetry.
Follow her on twitter (stephabulist) and on her blog
www.stephaniebarbehammer.net
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Susan Ilsley lives in Upland, California, and has a
sharp eye for the ironic. Her photographs have been
shown in Los Angeles, Pasadena, Claremont and
Pomona, and published previously in Literary
Alchemy. Susan has been an ardent feminist since
September 15, 1979 when her first daughter,
Kimberly was born. She raised two daughters
whom she raised to be strong, independent women,
and they are. She raised two boys to support strong,
independent women, and they do.
Kendall Johnson writes and paints in Upland,
California, with his wife photographer Susan Ilsley.
He is the Director of Gallery 57 Underground,
Pomona, and the author of three books combining
his art and poetry. His forthcoming A Whole Lot’a
Shakin’ reconsidering Midcentury modernism
through paintings and poetry will be released by
Cholla Needles Press in the Fall.
Molly Neely is the author of the Paranormal novel,
The Sand Dweller, as well as a contributor to the
anthology, Fall into Fantasy 2017. Her short story,
“An Heirloom Spirit,” is one of 108 stories in the
collection, CEA Greatest Anthology Written, which
is currently a contender for a Guinness Book of
Worlds Records title.
Cece Peri’s work has appeared in various journals
and anthologies, including Spillway (2018), San
Diego Poetry Annual (2017-2018), and Wide
Awake: Poets of Los Angeles and Beyond. She
lives, writes, and moon gazes in the foothills of the
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San Gabriel Mountains. Visit her at
https://ceceperi.com.
Natalie Peterkin teaches English at East LA
College. She is currently compiling her first
chapbook.
***
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Preview of Literary Alchemy Press’
First Chapbook:

Herstories
By
Kathy Silvey Hall
“Women of History are remembered as Whores,
Slaves, Virgins, or Goddesses—these are
herstories”
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Hai Ba Trung
for Julie Vo
When the men come,
When they say to us, “We are warriors and
emperors.
You shall submit to us.”
When they say,
“You are the moon.
You shall reflect our light.”
When they say,
“We shall rule this land, and
Your bodies are ours.”
When they say,
“The gods have ordained it,
Their prophets foretold it,
And all wisdom affirms our preeminence is both
Natural and just.”
My sister, may we then be
Like those sisters
Beloved of their father
Who stood on the backs of elephants,
And led into battle an army of women and men
Who would not be conquered.
Women who each had many husbands
Because they refused to learn
Submission or chastity.
May we, like those sisters,
Make a pact, that if we succeed
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We shall, as they did, proclaim Ourselves kings,
And birth our own nation.
And may we, like those divine sisters,
Choose the time of our passing,
Drowned but never bowed.
May we nourish the land for
A thousand years,
And, when the last invader is beaten back,
Arise, venerated as gods,
Celebrated in song and tale,
On the walls of the cities
Let them paint us, majestic,
Two sisters cheerfully riding
Elephants forever into battle.
When the Americans came,
They made excuses.
They said the women fought because The Viet
Cong were desperate.
They made movies in which
Boys are surprised by the girl with a gun.
Her braids flow behind her.
They declare her unnatural.
Arrogant fools!
They did not learn
What China has known for 2000 years!
What you taught me twenty years ago
That there is a land
Where sisters are born
To lead, to struggle, and to rule.
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Shine: Four Ways to Find Wu Zhao
For Rebecca Gilbert
I.
Within the Qianling Mausoleum
Her monument towers overhead.
The steele of an Empress is crowned with
phoenixes.
Only Emperors have dragons.
Again, she has forgotten to ask permission,
Dragons fly above her steele.
The sides gleam white in the morning sun.
When her husband died,
An insignificant, sickly man,
She wrote 8000 words
To be carved onto his memorial.
Hers is a blank page
Guarded by wordless dragons.
II.
The dragon lady usurped the throne,
Lay with both father and son,
Strangled with her own hands her own daughter in
the crib.
A ruthless dictator,
She sought to establish a dynasty.
She broke the order,
The great chain of being
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Confucius established.
At seventy, her lovers were a pair of bisexual twins
in their twenties.
Unnatural,
Unsexed,
Unbreakable,
Unmourned.
III.
At the Longman grottoes
The great Buddha has her face.
The great Buddha
Is modeled after the second daughter of a lumber
merchant.
While merely a fifth level concubine
Of one Emperor,
She arranged to meet,
To wed
His son and heir.
She whispered in his ear,
And maybe at first it was from behind a screen,
But soon all knew.
She would speak.
The Emperor would repeat.
And it was so.
When he died,
She deposed her own sons
And ruled on her own,
The sole Emperor of the Zhou dynasty.
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The only female Emperor of China
In over two thousand years.
She found prophecies which made her Mitreya,
Goddess.
She christened herself anew,
The right of the father alone.
Wrote a new name,
Made of sun and moon,
Yang and yin,
Baffling gender,
Beyond sex.
She promoted women based on merit:
A niece, a daughter,
A female slave her prime minister.
Her reign was prosperous
And peaceful,
Except for the part where she annexed Korea.
IV.
So many words
Can fill blank stone:
Whore,
Goddess,
Murderer,
Emperor,
Animal,
Dragon,
Witch.
To choose
Robs her,
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Lessens her.
That she is so reviled
In the end, can only signify
How extraordinary she was.
And, if male, how pedestrian,
For what emperor does not kill rivals to the throne?
What king at seventy is not presumed to keep on
hand a pair of bisexual twins in their twenties?
What ruler is not a monster?
The stone remains smooth,
Another woman’s history
Impossible to tell,
Another unwritten tale,
Beneath the twining dragons.
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Photo by Katyana Hall

Kathy Silvey Hall is a Pushcartnominated poet, author, humorist, and editor whose
work has appeared in the LA Fiction Anthology by
Red Hen Press, McSweeney’s Internet Tendency,
Chiron Review, and Literary Alchemy. She teaches
composition and literature at Santiago Canyon
College.
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Fin.
By Elisa Lugo
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